C3.ai DTI Call for Proposals Match Making

As you may know, the c3.ai Digital Transformation Institute was announced recently along with a Call for Proposals for using AI/ML techniques to combat the COVID-19 pandemic. Many of you were able to attend the webinar last Wednesday; we thank you for your participation. For those of you that were not able to attend, the video from the webinar is available at the bottom of the webpage: https://c3dti.ai/research/applying-ai-to-mitigate-the-covid-19-pandemic.

Matchmaking for Illinois researchers: This Wednesday, April 15th at noon CT until 1:30 we will be having matchmaking webinar for the upcoming C3.ai Digital Transformation Institute Call for Proposals. To join the webinar, you will need to first register; zoom will then send you a link to the webinar that will take place on Wednesday.

Agenda:

12:00 Opening Comments – Tandy Warnow

Matchmaking Presentations:

12:07 University of Pittsburgh

12:10 Julia Lane - Center for Data and Computing (CDAC) @ University of Chicago

12:13 Tarek Abdelzaher – Computer Science, UIUC

12:16 Carlo Graziani - Argonne MCS/UChicago

12:19 Eliu Huerta – Center for AI Innovation NCSA/UIUC

12:22 Eleftheria Kontou - Civil & Environmental Engineering, UIUC

12:25 Jessica Li - Education Policy, Organization & Leadership, UIUC

12:28 Lavanya Marla - Industrial and Enterprise Systems, UIUC

12:31 Michel Regenwetter – Psychology, Political Science, Electrical and Computer Engineering, UIUC

12:34 Lu Tang – Biostatistics, University of Pittsburgh

12:37 Weina Wang - Carnegie Mellon University and University of Michigan

12:41 Bertram Ludaescher - School of Information Sciences (& NCSA & CS), UIUC

12:44 Rini B. Mehta - Department of Religion, UIUC

12:47 Open Discussion

12:50 Yi Lu – Chemistry, UIUC

12:53 Open Discussion and Conclusions

Video of the Webinar

Final slide deck from the webinar

Matchmaking Webinar Slide Template

Results of all Matchmaking form submissions as of 4/15/2020 @ 4:15PM